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“Visual Communication Design”, at present in our country , hasn’t been widely 
accepted and is still a relatively professional scholar word，but in international, the 
word “Visual Communication Design” beginned to be popular in the early 1960’s. 
Due to its practicality、high functionality、and wide range of contents , it must be 
become in great demand among all circles of society . What’s the most important is 
now that we are at the full speed developing information time when information 
become gradually the most active 、 the most decisive factor . Information 
technology in a information society represents the most advanced productive force , 
and its development extremely transforms the human’s methods for acquiring、
transmitting 、 regenerating 、utilizing of information , and further , it exceeding 
transforms the human society’s way of life and consistently promote the fast advance 
of varieties of circles including education. As the information technology influence 
the traditional way of teaching 、courses setting 、 teaching environments , therefore 
it’s necessary for the major “Visual Communication Design” to establish and reform 
continually . What the paper mainly discuss is about the influence brought by 
information technology upon the discipline of “Visual Communication Design”, and 
about the reform of curriculum system caused by it . Through the analysis of reform 
experiences of  mold-making department in Japanese Musashino Art University in 
which there has been faster development in today’s global Visual Communication 
Design ,and compared it with our own present developing conditions in the 
discipline “Visual Communication Design”, I put forward some advisory 
suggestion .  
The paper is mainly divided into three parts . 
    The first part：To generally analyze the influence brought by information 
technology upon Visual Communication Design and the necessity of it curriculum 
reform . Information technology has not only changed the teaching environment and 
system in Visual Communication Design , but also changed the teaching methods 、 













and design educational circles have recognized that they must meet the market 
demands , reform contents of a design education , change teaching patterns , 
reconstruct curriculum system , foster intellects possessed with comprehensive 
qualities and creative ability , and meet demands for the time development . 
The second part：To analyze the subject from the case of the curriculum reform 
of the major “Visual Communication Design” in the mold-making department of 
Japanese Musashino Art University art college .To meet the requirement from 
information era and exceed the perious design education system focusing on three 
composition,the molding-making department in Japanese Musashino Art University 
analyse and reconstruct a new curriculum system of the major “Visual 
Communication Design” which includes plane-centered  handwriting space design；
information design relevant to the time , motion , interface ； space and 
environment-centered environment design , I basically summarize all regions 
involving the major “Visual Communication Design” 
The third part：A combination with our country’s real situation , to analyze our 
country’s direction of curriculum reform on the major “Visual Communication 
Design” which  proceed , refined  and  formed a developing direction adapted to 
our own features through mixing with different cultures ,different visual expression 
elements and all varieties of relations . 
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